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5. How to enjoy the vaporizer

6. How to adjust the temperature setting
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The device must not be used during charging. Although it may appear to 
work while charging, it is dangerous to use the device in this way.

V5.0 PRO

Advanced OLED display aromatherapy device with 

full temperature control (104℉-446℉).

OLED Display Aromatherapy Device
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®Charge your FLOWERMATE  V5.0 Pro device for 4 to 4.5 hours initially. The power 

of the vaporizer will be shown with bars on battery icon while charging, full power 

will be shown with “fully charged”. 

Charging while the vaporizer is ON, the full screen keep light up and the battery 

icon keep filling. But charging while the vaporizer is OFF, the screen only appear 

the battery icon.

Connect the AC/DC adapter to your device then connect the other end to your 

power outlet.

Battery need recharging when battery icon on display flashes (10) times or you 

can not get heat up when pressing any button.

(It does not have a pass-through function for protecting the battery and vaporizer. )

1.How to charge the device

Press the Power Button (5) times within 2 seconds consecutively. It will appear 

“SYSTEM ON” accordingly on the display screen.

2.How to turn on the device

After turn on the device, the OLED display showed “Stystem ON” and heating 

automatically to reach the “SET TEMP”, which the vaporizer memorized as the 

same number as last time you close it.

Each enjoying have 6 minutes, then OLED display goes off, it is in a sleep-mode 

and the device stopss heating.We can stop the sleep-mode by any operation on 

buttons and restart.  

Press the “+” or ”-”button to adjust temperature. Each press will add/decrease 1 

℉ or 1℃ accordingly. Which will change the numbers in “SET TEMP”, and the 

Temperature bar icon is varying accordingly.

Press the “+” and “-” button simultaneously, you can shift the temperature between 

Fahrenheit System (℉) and Celsius system (℃ ).

Wait till the “ACT. TEMP” to be the same as the “SET TEMP”, pull the mouthpiece, 

then you can start to inhale slowly to enjoy.

®
There has two kinds of  operation to stop the FLOWERMATE  V5.0 Pro:

1. Holding the Power Button lasting 2 seconds,OLED display showed”SYSTEM OFF”.

2s over ,it will turn off   automaticlly .

2.Press the Power Button (5) times within 2 seconds, OLED display showed”

SYSTEM OFF”.

slider on top, screw the mouthpiece inot the device. 
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®
No plugs needed, take your FLOWERMATE  and 

enjoy it anywhere.

Storage Compartment

DC Charge port 
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